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Jack Ryan, the new president's National Security Adviser, sees the problems of peace fully as

complex as those of war. Enemies have become friends, friends enemies, and even the form of

conflict has changed.When one of the new enemies prepares to strike not only American territory

but the heart of its economy, Ryan, with the help of CIA officers John Clark and Domingo Chavez,

must prepare an untested president to meet the challenge. But how? For there is a debt of honor to

be paid -- and the price will be terrifyingly high.
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Clancy has been writing the life history of Jack Ryan for many years. With each new book in the

series, new aspects of Ryan are displayed, from his own internal doubts about the moral

correctness of some of his actions to a dazzling display of competence in each endeavor that he

attempts. Here we find Ryan involved, as a first order plot, in an economic war with Japan, waged

with all the tools of modern electronic markets, where Ryan's prior experience as a Wall Street

analyst is useful, believable, and comprehensible to the reader. This alone is no small feat for

Clancy, as Wall Street jargon is a language all its own, and the internal workings of the markets are

mainly a dark mystery to most. Of course, this being a Clancy novel, there is far more than just one

main plot, and when things deteriorate to a shooting war, he does his fine job of delineating actual

tactics, weapons, squad level and executive decisions to the point of making the reader feel that he

is there on the front line. The characterization of Yamata, one of the main driving forces on the

opposing side, is very well done, and lends a sense of inevitability to the surprising and traumatic



conclusion to this book. After reading this, Executive Orders is a must read, if just to find out "Now

what?" (and you won't be disappointed, as Executive Orders is as good or maybe slightly better

than this one).There are a few places where I felt Clancy could have been more concise; at times

the level of detail he throws at the reader is overwhelming, and not truly necessary to developing his

plot, characters, or theme.

Like most Americans, I sat transfixed before my TV set on September 11, 2001, completely

transfixed by the unfolding disaster on our shores. Time and time again, I watched that relentless

tattoo of images cross my TV screen: hijacked passenger jets flying at full speed into the twin

towers of the World Trade Center; the twin towers of that magnificent structure collapsing to the

ground, one right after the other, with thousands of people inside them; and a new generation of

heroes -- firefighters and police officers -- working round the clock to find survivors of these horrific

events.As I watched events unfold on that fateful day, I kept getting this nagging feeling that this

story all seemed too familiar. Where had I heard it before? Was it a movie I had seen? A book I had

read?Then I remembered. Tom Clancy's novel, "Debt of Honor." At the time of its publication in

1994, it was the latest in the continuing saga of Jack Ryan, that fictional Central Intelligence Agency

operative in several of Clancy's previous novels.By the time I read "Debt of Honor" in 1994, I had

found myself growing tired of Clancy's books. Each one seemed infinitely longer than its

predecessor, filled with more complex twists and turns of plot; laced with more of Clancy's tiresome

personal political philosophy; and filled with plots and subplots that seemed progressively more

far-fetched.When I finished "Debt of Honor," I thought Clancy had really out-done himself by

creating a plot that was so unrealistic that it bordered on the ludicrous. In his usual highly charged,

"grab 'em by the throat and don't let 'em go 'til the last page" fashion, Clancy took me on quite a

journey. In retrospect, it was a journey I should have paid more attention to!
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